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It was recently shown [S. Lorenzo, F. Lombardo, F. Ciccarello and M. Palma, Sci. Rep. 7 (2017)
42729] that the presence of static disorder in a bosonic bath— whose normal modes thus become
all Anderson-localized— leads to non-Markovianity in the emission of an atom weakly coupled
to it (a process which in absence of disorder is fully Markovian). Here, we extend the above
analysis beyond the weak-coupling regime for a ¯nite-band bath so as to account for band edge
e®ects. We study the interplay of these with static disorder in the emergence of non-Markovian
behavior in terms of a suitable non-Markovianity measure.
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1. Introduction
A major topic in open quantum systems theory1 is the understanding and the
characterization of quantum non-Markovian dynamics, an area of research where
remarkable progress has been made in the last few years.3 This in particular has led to
a rede¯nition of what is Markovian in quantum mechanics, a notion which until
recently was traditionally identi¯ed with an open dynamics governed by a Gorini–
Kossakowski–Lindblad–Sudarshan (GKLS) master equation (master equation).1
Recently, various de¯nitions of quantum Markovianity have been proposed, each
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being typically formulated in terms of a so-called non-Markovianity measure.3 This is
a nonnegative number which is nonzero when the dynamics is non-Markovian. Such
measure typically vanishes in particular for open dynamics described by a GKSL
master equation, the set of zero-measure dynamics (i.e. those that are Markovian
according to the considered measure) being yet strictly larger than those ful¯lling a
GKSL master equation with time independent decay constants. Non-Markovianity
measures were used extensively in a large variety of physical scenarios to investigate
the occurrence of non-Markovian behavior as a function of the parameters entering
the dynamics.3
Recently, through an analysis based on non-Markovianity measures, three of us
showed that a quantum emitter weakly coupled to a bosonic bath (initially in its
vacuum state) acquires a non-Markovian behavior when the static disorder is in-
troduced into the bath.4 This was demonstrated by considering a model where a two-
level system or \atom" is locally coupled under the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA) to a large array of coupled cavities (CCA), each cavity being resonant with
the atom. Since the free dynamics of the CCA is modeled through a tight-binding
Hamiltonian, the CCA normal frequencies form a ¯nite band (centered at the atom's
frequency) whose width is proportional to the nearest-neighbor inter-cavity coupling
rate J. In the weak-coupling approximation, when the atom-cavity coupling rate is
much smaller than J, the atom in fact \sees" the CCA as an in¯nite-band bosonic
bath featuring a well-de¯ned photon group velocity. Accordingly, once excited, the
atom decays exponentially to its ground state: a process fully described by a GKSL
master equation, hence Markovian. If now the static disorder is introduced into the
CCA in the form of a random detuning of the frequency of each cavity, the atom
decay is no longer exponential and exhibits revivals. In these conditions, an ensemble-
averaged non-Markovianity measure (in Ref. 4 the geometric measure was chosen5)
grows monotonically as a function of the disorder strength, which shows that disorder
causes non-Markovian behavior.
In this work, we extend our study of occurrence of non-Markovian e®ects by
reconsidering the model in Ref. 4, for which however we relax the weak-coupling
approximation. Accordingly, the atom is now sensitive to the ¯niteness of the CCA's
band, in particular it can now couple in a signi¯cant way to the CCA band-edge
modes for which the photon group velocity vanishes and a van Hove singularity
occurs. Such band edge e®ects have been long studied and shown to cause a fractional
atomic decay and the formation of atom-photon bound states.a,6 These phenomena
are traditionally recognized as a strong signatures of a non-Markovian behavior, an
assessment which— to our knowledge— was never made quantitative on the basis of
a non-Markovianity measure. We note that both band edge e®ects and static disorder
aIf all the system-¯eld stationary states are unbounded, the excitation of an initially excited atom even-
tually spreads over all space and the atom decays to its ground state. This is not the case if there is a bound
atom-photon state: the atom's fraction of excitation overlapping this state will remain con¯ned next to the
atom, hence this will not decay fully (fractional decay).
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are alone capable of inducing non-Markovian behavior, which makes interesting to
explore their interplay when they are simultaneously present.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the model, discuss the
open dynamics which the atom undergoes and show how to compute the corre-
sponding non-Markovianity measure. In Sec. 3, we study the behavior of the non-
Markovianity measure as a function of disorder and coupling strength. Finally, in
Sec. 4, we draw our conclusions.
2. Model and Approach
We consider a two-level atom S interacting locally with a CCA comprising an in¯nite
number of single-mode, lossless cavities with inter-cavity coupling rate J . The atom is
coupled to the 0th cavity under the usual rotating wave approximation with coupling
rate g. The Hamiltonian thus reads (we set } ¼ 1 throughout)
H^ ¼ !ajeihej þ H^ f þ gð^þ a^0 þ ^ a^ †0Þ; ð1Þ
where the free Hamiltonian of the CCA isb
H^ f ¼
XN
n¼N
½"n a^ †na^n  Jða^n a^ †nþ1 þ a^ †na^nþ1Þ; ð2Þ
(we are ultimately interested in the limit N !1). Here, ^þ ¼ ^ † ¼ jeihgj are the
pseudo-spin ladder operators of S, whose ground and excited states jgi and jei,
respectively, are separated by an energy gap !a, while a^n (a^
†
n) annihilates (creates) a
photon in the nth cavity whose frequency is "n.
In the absence of a disorder, the cavity frequency is uniform throughout the array,
i.e. "n ¼ !0 for all n. When "n ¼ !0 (no disorder), the CCA normal modes are plane
waves indexed by   k   (for N !1) with associated dispersion law
!k ¼ !0  2J cos k. The single-photon spectrum of the CCA therefore consists of a
¯nite band of width 4J centered at ! ¼ !0. Band edge modes thus occur for
! ¼ !0  2J . At these frequencies, the photon group velocity k ¼ d!=dk vanishes
while the CCA density of states accordingly diverges (van Hove singularity).6
To add static disorder in the CCA we introduce a random detuning n on each
cavity such that "n ¼ !0 þ n, where fng are a set of identically and independently
distributed random variables according to a given probability distribution function.
The open dynamics of concern here is the atom's spontaneous emission that occurs
when the CCA is initially in its vacuum state jvaci. Accordingly, if the atom is
initially in jgi it will remain in this state inde¯nitely since H^ jgijvaci ¼ 0. If the atom
starts in jei instead, by using that the total number of excitations is conserved the
time-evolved atom-¯eld state takes the form
jðtÞi ¼ eiH^ tjð0Þi ¼ ðtÞjeijvaci þ jgij 1ðtÞi ð3Þ
bSince we are interested in the emission process into an in¯nite-length CCA, one can conveniently assume
cyclic boundary conditions.
Non-Markovian dynamics from band edge e®ects and static disorder
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with jð0Þi ¼ jeijvaci and j 1ðtÞi a time-dependent (unnormalized) single-photon
state of the CCA. In the general case in which the atom is initially in an arbitrary
state ð0Þ with density matrix matrix elements jk ¼ hjjð0Þjki (with j; k ¼ g; e), its
evolved state reads1
ðtÞ ¼ jðtÞj
2ee ðtÞeg
ðtÞge ð1 jðtÞj2Þee þ gg
 !
: ð4Þ
Equation (4) de¯nes the dynamical map of the spontaneous emission process. For
any ¯xed pattern of detunings fng, namely a speci¯c realization of noise, the degree
of non-Markovianity of the dynamical map (4) can be computed through one of the
non-Markovianity measures proposed in the literature. While these measures are
generally inequivalent, in the case of Eq. (4) — which is a so-called amplitude
damping channel7 — the existence of times such that djðtÞj=dt > 0 is a necessary
and su±cient condition in order for the RHP,8 BLP9 and geometric5 non-Marko-
vianity measure to be nonzero.3 Out of these, in line with other studies addressing
atom-photon interaction dynamics,2,10 we select the geometric measure for its ease of
computation and to make straight forward a comparison with the results of Ref. 4.
The geometric measure de¯nition is based on the time changes of V ðtÞ, i.e. the
volume of accessible states of S [in our case S is a two-level system and V ð0Þ is the
volume of the Bloch sphere]. This volume can only decrease with time in particular for
dynamics governed by a GKSL master equation, hence dV =dt > 0 can be considered
as a signature of non-Markovian behavior. Based on this, the geometric measure is
de¯ned as N V ¼ 1=V ð0Þ
R
@tV ðtÞ>0dt@tV ðtÞ, the integral being over time domains such
that V ðtÞ grows. For a dynamical map of the form (4), it turns out that5
N V ¼
Z
@tjðtÞj>0
dt
d
dt
jðtÞj4: ð5Þ
As anticipated, there are times at whichN V > 0 i® jðtÞj grows. To avoid divergences
of N , which typically occur when jðtÞj exhibits stationary oscillations, here in line
with Ref. 4, we will use a rescaled version of the geometric measure de¯ned by
N ¼ N VR
@tjðtÞj<0dt@tjðtÞj4
  ; ð6Þ
(note that the integral on the denominator is over intervals on which jðtÞj decreases).
It is easily shown Ref. 4 that 0  N  1, hence in particular N ¼ 1 indicates an
extremely non-Markovian dynamics (such as vacuum Rabi oscillations of an atom in a
lossless cavity).c
cThe advantage of N compared to N V goes beyond the mere avoidance of divergences: in the setup at
hand (for zero disorder) the atomic excitation generally exhibits at long times a stationary oscillation11
(resulting in non-Markovian behaviour). It is physically clear that the lower the amplitude of this residual
oscillation the less signi¯cant must be its e®ect on a non-Markovianity measure. N V would however be
in¯nite no matter how small the amplitude.
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Clearly, each particular pattern of detunings fng, i.e. a speci¯c realization of
static disorder, leads to a di®erent function ðtÞ, hence a di®erent dynamical map (4)
with its own associated amount of non-Markovian behavior as measured by N . Note
that all non-Markovianity measures are nonlinear function of the density operator,
therefore the average non-Markovianity is not the same of the non-Markovianity of
the averaged density operators. Furthermore, all non-Markovianity measures char-
acterize the dynamical map describing the reduced time evolution of system. We
stress again that in our scenario each speci¯c realization of static disorder, leads to
a di®erent dynamical map, each with a di®erent associated amount of non-
Markovianity. Therefore, for static disorder, the correct quantity to evaluate is the
ensemble-average non-Markovianity measure, which we call N . To make clear this
point let us note that, for instance, in the weak-coupling regime studied in Ref. 4 the
ensemble-averaged open dynamics of the atom consists of a monotonic decay towards
an asymptotic state, which yields a zero NM measure. This contrasts the fact that, in
the vast majority of realizations of disorder, the atom instead undergoes revivals
which are a signature of NM behavior [see Eq. (5)]. This NM behavior is instead
captured by N , which we will thus use throughout (in line with Ref. 4) to measure
NM e®ects. Note that in the di®erent physical scenario studied in Ref. 11 disorder is
not static, but it is instead a time-dependent classical stochastic noise and therefore,
in the appropriate regime, it is physically meaningful to evaluate the non-
Markovianity of the average dynamical map). In each single realization, we numer-
ically track the dynamics up to time t ¼ T , where T is long enough for the atom to
fully release the amount of initial excitation that does not overlap atom-photon
bound states in the absence of disorder (i.e. for  ¼ 0).d We made sure that N
(namely, the CCA's length in fact) is large enough that no emitted photon reaches its
edges within the time T .
Each particular realization of noise was obtained by randomly generating a
detuning for each cavity according to the Gaussian probability distribution function
pðÞ ¼ exp½  22 2 =ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þ, with the standard deviation  thus quantifying the
disorder strength.
Throughout, we set !a ¼ !0, thereby the atomic frequency lies right at the center
of the CCA band (see above).
3. Behavior of Non-Markovianity Measure
Figure 1(a) shows the average non-Markovianity measure against the disorder
strength  and atom-photon coupling rate g. For very small g, say g. 0:1J , we
retrieve the results of Ref. 4: for increasing disorder the amount of non-Markovian
behavior monotonically grows from zero until, for large enough , it saturates to the
maximum value N ¼ 1. This occurs because in the absence of disorder ( ¼ 0) the
dUnlike Ref. 4 which was limited to the weak-coupling approximation, here the initial state j0ijvaci can
overlap atom-photon bound states6 yielding that the atomic decay is generally fractional.
Non-Markovian dynamics from band edge e®ects and static disorder
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only involved modes of the CCA are those at the center of the band. These modes are
unbound, i.e. they are extended over the entire CCA, and have group velocity  ¼ 2J
(in either direction). Accordingly, the energy released by the atom will °ow away
inde¯nitely along the CCA without ever being reabsorbed. The excited-state prob-
ability thus exhibits a monotonic decrease, leading to a non-Markovianity measure
equal to zero [see Eq. (5)]. For nonzero , instead, the modes of the disordered CCA
are all localized due to Anderson localization. The atom will in particular strongly
couple to those of frequency ! ’ !0 that are most localized around the cavity n ¼ 0.
These modes behave as an e®ective cavity which continuously exchanges energy with
the atom. The atomic population will thus undergo revivals causing the non-
Markovianity measure to be nonzero [see Eq. (5)]. For growing , the localization gets
stronger and stronger and the atomic revivals become more pronounced so that N
increases. Such increase continues until N saturates to its maximum value (this
happens when the disorder is so high that each mode is localized on a single cavity,
σ
g
N
(a)
σ
N
(b)
g
N
(c)
Fig. 1. (a) Ensemble-averaged non-Markovianity measure N versus  and g (in units of J). In (b) [(c)] we
plot N versus  (g) for few representative values of g (). Throughout, we considered a CCA made out of
N ¼ 1000 cavities. For each value of , averages were performed over 4 103 di®erent realizations of
disorder.
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giving rise to an e®ective Jaynes–Cummings dynamics and thus vacuum Rabi
oscillations of the atom).
As g is made larger, i.e. beyond the weak-coupling regime, the behavior of N has
the following main features. For ¯xed g, the non-Markovianity measure generally
grows with  until it saturates to its maximum value (we discuss this behavior in
more detail below). Yet, unlike the weak-coupling regime, N generally takes a ¯nite
value even for zero disorder [see Fig. 1(a)], with this value becoming larger and larger
as g grows up. As a consequence, the overall rise of N with  becomes less and less
steep when g increases until, for g & 1:5 J , N basically takes its maximum value
regardless of .
Note that [see Fig. 1(a)], although ¯nite, the zero-disorder value of the non-
Markovianity measure remains rather small as long as g . J (beyond this value it
starts growing more rapidly until it saturates to N ¼ 1 at g ’ 2J). Such zero-dis-
order non-Markovianity stems from the presence of a pair of atom-photon bound
states whose energies lie symmetrically out of the continuum (i.e. out of the band
!0  2J  !  !0 þ 2J).12,13 Since the state jeijvaci overlaps this pair of states, a
fraction of the atomic excitation undergoes stationary oscillations12,13 (hence periodic
revivals) giving rise to a ¯nite non-Markovianity measure. This e®ect however is
signi¯cant only provided that g & J since the pair of bound states are due to the
coupling of the atom to zero-velocity band-edge modes of the CCA (recall that the
atom frequency lies at the center of the band whose width is  J). The higher the g,
the more localized around n ¼ 0 is each atom–photon bound state until for g large
enough the two bound states reduce to the pair of single-excitation dressed states
arising from the Jaynes–Cummings-like coupling between the atom and the cavity
n ¼ 0.
The previous arguments, in particular, explain why N ! 1 both for large enough
 when g ’ 0 and for large enough g when  ¼ 0. Figure 1(a) yet shows that the
former and latter limits hold even for arbitrary g and , respectively. Indeed, with
very strong disorder only a localized mode of the CCA overlaps n ¼ 0 and so the
atom undergoes vacuum Rabi oscillations at a Rabi frequency depending on g.
Regardless of the value of the Rabi frequency as well as of any detuning between the
localized mode and the atom, this will exhibit stationary oscillations (at all times)
that — irrespective of their amplitude or frequency — yield maximum non-Marko-
vianity measure. On the other hand, for large enough g, the coupling between the
atom and the n ¼ 0 cavity dominates the dynamics (no matter what the pattern of
frequencies fng is), causing again stationary oscillations of the atom and hence
maximum non-Markovianity measure.
A careful inspection of Fig. 1(a) shows that the increase of the non-Markovianity
measure with  for ¯xed g or with g with ¯xed  is not always strictly monotonic.
Indeed, there is a range of intermediate values of , approximately between  ’ 0:2J
and  ’ 0:5J , where for growing g the non-Markovianity measure ¯rst increases then
Non-Markovian dynamics from band edge e®ects and static disorder
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slightly decreases and eventually converges to its maximum value. Three speci¯c
instances of this behavior are displayed in Fig. 1(c).
A similar nonmonotonic behavior but as a function of  takes place within a
narrow range of values of g between g ’ 1:5J and g ’ 2J, as shown by Fig. 1(a) and
the three numerical instances in Fig. 1(b). In some respects, such non-monotonic
behavior can be expected. For instance, for coupling strengths large enough to yield
non-Markovianity due to the band edge e®ects, it is reasonable that the addition of
disorder can cause decoherence spoiling the formation of atom-photon bound states
(which are entangled12). In light of this, it is remarkable that this nonmonotonicity is
such a small e®ect [barely visible with the plot scale used in Fig. 1(a)], a phenomenon
calling for a better understanding.
4. Conclusions
In this work, we studied the occurrence of non-Markovian behavior, as characterized
by the geometric volume non-Markovianity measure, in the open dynamics of a two-
level atom emitting into a disordered CCA for arbitrary atom-photon coupling
strengths. Unlike the weak-coupling regime,4 non-Markovian behavior generally
takes place even for zero disorder due to band edge e®ects. For ¯xed coupling
strength (disorder strength), a growth of static disorder (coupling strength) causes an
overall rise of the amount of non-Markovianity until this eventually saturates to its
maximum value.
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